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WebTable 2. Types of satellite measurements and indicative examples of their use for 
calculating ocean carbon (C) uptake and transport 
Type and 
wavelength 

Quantity 
currently in 
orbit and 
heritage 

Signal exploited and 
resultant measurement 

C-specific parameters 
that can be retrieved 

Example reference and 
relevant parameter 
exploited therein 

Thermal infrared 

1–10 m  
 

9 π 
 
1990–present 
 

Thermal energy emitted 
from a surface allowing 
measurements of 
surface temperature 

Sea-ice extent, sea-ice 
depth, sea-skin 
temperature 

Goddijn-Murphy et al. 
(2015)  
(sea-skin temperature) 

Visible 
400–600 nm 

10 ψ 
150 χ  
 
1978–1986 
1997–present 

Optical color of the 
water and air allowing 
observations of water 
and atmospheric 
particles 

Ocean primary 
production and net 
community production 
(when combined with 
temperature data), 
chlorophyll-a, suspended 
particulates, aerosol 
optical depth, coral 
habitat decline 

Landschützer et al. 
(2015) 
(chlorophyll-a) 
 

Passive 
microwave 
1.5 mm–0.3 m 
 

3 ψ 
40 χ (planned) 
 
1987–present 

The effectiveness of a 
surface to emit energy 
(emissivity) allowing 
observations of ocean 
physics and atmospheric 
conditions 

Surface wind speed, 
significant wave height, 
sea-ice extent, sea-skin 
salinity (dielectric 
constant), surface foam 
(surface bubble area and 
thickness), sea-surface 
temperature, rain rate 

Land et al. (2015) 
(sea-skin salinity) 

Active microwave 
1.5 mm–0.3 m 
 

4 ψ  
2 (planned) 
 
2 ψ * 
(proposed) 
 
1991–present 

The measured reflection 
from the surface when 
illuminated using 
microwave energy 
allowing measurements 
of the sea or surface 
shape, movement and 
roughness 

Sea-ice extent, biogenic 
slicks, wind speed, wind 
direction, significant 
wave height, geostrophic 
ocean current speed, 
swell height and period, 
surface water velocity*, 
dissipation*, wave 
spectrum* 

Ho et al. (2011) 
(wind speed and 
direction) 

Notes: unless stated otherwise, all satellites are currently in orbit and operating. Satellite types are large single 
scientific (ψ), industry CubeSats (χ; visible = Planet Labs, passive microwave = Orbital Micro Ltd), operational 
agency and/or military (π), and proposed Doppler platforms (*; eg Ardhuin et al. 2018). 
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